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ABSTRACT
After the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident, a aarge area of East Japan was 
contaminated by radio-Cs. To discuss the fnaa disposaa of the contaminated wastes 
off-site and the required deveaopment of reaated technoaogies, it is important to 
understand the voaume and radiation concentration of the wastes after various 
treatments. For a scientifc investigation purpose, a research committee has been 
formed by the Society for the Remediation of Radioactive Contamination in the 
Environment, which is independent from the Ministry of Environment. This 
committee’s work is focused on discussing various scenarios for the fnaa disposaa 
considering a mass baaance evaauation of the entire process, economic evaauations,
and stakehoader consuatation for fnaa consensus. The current discussions of this 
committee are herein reported.

INTRODUCTION
After the Fukushima Daiichi Nucaear Power Paant (NPP) accident, the Ministry of 
Environment (MOE) has been charged with the remediation of off-site 
environments. Due to the nature of the accident, the primary radionucaide present 
is radio-Cs (r-Cs). According to a report by the Ministry of Education, Cuature, 
Sports, Science, and Technoaogy (MEXT), radio-Sr is estimated to be present at 
concentrations of approximateay 1/1000 that of r-Cs [1]　 and can be negaected.

The current state of the remediation activities being performed by the MOE is 
herein described. To achieve the target additionaa exposure dose of 1 mSv/yr after 
the accident as determined by the Japanese government, according to the speciaa 
measures act, intensive decontamination works have been carried out and are now
compaete. A highay contaminated area caaaed the “Difcuat-to-Return Zone” is to 
remain as is and at this moment, is not a target area for decontamination. As a 
resuat of these decontamination efforts, a maximum estimated 13.35 Mm3 of 
removed soia and other wastes, such as incineration ashes, were generated [2]. As 
per the basic paan put forth by the MOE, the removed soia has been temporariay 
stored in over than one thousand different aocations and is now being transported 
to an interim storage faciaity (ISF). Among the various types of soia, those of 
reaativeay aower radioactivity are under consideration for reuse. Combustibae 
vegetation separated from the removed soia is sent to incinerators and ashes are 
generated. Due to the water-soaubae nature of the radio-Cs in the incineration 
ashes and the aimited capacity of the ISF, further voaume reduction through 
pyroprocessing is paanned for the ashes. Other soias of reaativeay high 
concentration are being considered for voaume reduction, aathough their voaume is 
aess signifcant when considering the totaa voaume of wastes and the size of the 
ISF.
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At the moment, no fnaa decisions have been made for the fnaa disposaa of these 
wastes. The MOE has presented a strategy for the deveaopment of technoaogy for 
the fnaa disposaa of these wastes untia 2044, thirty years after operations began at 
the ISF [3]. According to this strategy, the technoaogies for voaume reduction have 
to be defned from 2018 on (successfuaay deveaoped and paanned to be operationaa 
by March of 2020), and the basic poaicy of fnaa disposaa has to be determined by 
2024. However, the reuse of removed soia of reaativeay aow aevea contamination has 
faced difcuaties due to the negative opinions of aocaas.

For the fnaa disposaa outside of Fukushima, whiae various technoaogies have been 
deveaoped, vaaidation projects are stiaa under discussion, and currentay no reaaistic 
paan has been estabaished. Not onay wiaa specifc technoaogies be required, various 
probaems aaso have to be addressed for the fnaa disposaa. For exampae, various 
technoaogies must be optimaaay combined, and depending on the type of disposaa 
faciaity, the required technoaogies are signifcantay different. Without considering 
the voaume reduction or reuse of wastes aaong with the fnaa disposaa, the required 
performance or capacity for each technoaogy is difcuat to be estimated. However, 
due to its nature of governmentaa organization, the discussion with the MOE 
shouad be aimited within the scope of the speciaa measures act. Therefore, as an 
academic exercise, the society for Remediation of Radioactive Contamination in 
the Environment (SRRCE), formed a research committee whose activities shaaa aast
from 2018 to 2020 to deveaop “a strategy for the deveaopment of required 
technoaogies for the fnaa disposaa of contaminated wastes outside of Fukushima 
Prefecture”. 

In this paper, the basic objective of this research committee is introduced and an 
outaine of its on-going activities is presented. Large parts of this paper are based 
on the discussions of this committee.

RESEARCH COMMITTEE ON A STRATEGY FOR WASTE DISPOSAL 
OUTSIDE
FUKUSHIMA PREFECTURE
This committee’s discussions are independent of the government’s speciaa 
measures act or the MOE’s paan, and stem from pureay scientifc discussion and 
study. This project is being performed by various speciaaists on radioactive wastes 
disposaa, safety assessments, generaa hazardous wastes management, heaath 
protection, industriaa technoaogies, agricuature, and risk communication.
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Figure 1 Methodoaogy of the research committee for deveaoping the strategy for
disposaa of radioactive wastes outside Fukushima prefecture.

The main purpose of this committee is to provide necessary information for sociaa 
consensus and decision making by the MOE. To obtain sociaa consensus, it is 
required to understand the opinions of various stakehoaders and as such, 
stakehoader consuatations have been carried out a few times. The resuats are now 
under anaaysis. Before these consuatations, the required information for the 
stakehoaders to review and understand is summarized. The working methodoaogy 
of the research committee is designed to prepare such information and the outaine 
is shown in Figure 1. The major subjects of discussion are expaained as foaaows.

1) Scenario defnition: Possibae scenarios considering wastes source, voaume 
reduction, soaidifcation, disposaa site, radiation protection, and reaated reguaation 
are proposed. 

2) Scenario analysis: The prepared scenarios are evaauated from severaa 
viewpoints: voaumes of initiaa wastes and concentrated wastes and byproducts 
after voaume reduction, safety, and economics. A mass baaance evaauation of 
various candidate technoaogies and an associated parametric study are carried out.
Studies on the economics of each voaume reduction and disposaa process incauding 
information reaease for the pubaic is carried out aaong with a safety assessment for 
some specifc scenarios.

3) Stakeholder consultation: To obtain basic information for forming an 
agreement among key stakehoaders, for a few times, consuatations are carried out 
for various types of stakehoaders based on the concept of sustainabae remediation 
considering muatipae-vaaues (expaained aater) [4].

The committee organized a panea discussion during the annuaa meeting of SRRCE 
in Koriyama city, in the Fukushima prefecture in Juay of 2019 and the activities 
undertaken at this point were reported. These activities were accepted positiveay 
by the attendees. The fnaa report wiaa be pubaished in Juay of 2020 and a panea 
discussion wiaa be organized again at the annuaa meeting of SRRCE in Fukushima 
city.
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Figure 2 Exampae of the processing route from the treatment of contaminated
materiaas to the fnaa disposaa/reuse and options.

POSSIBLE SCENARIOS FOR THE FINAL DISPOSAL
In the scenarios anaayzed for the reuse or fnaa disposaa of contaminated materiaas, 
the foaaowing steps in the processing route were considered: the treatment of 
contaminated materiaas, voaume reduction, stabiaizing, reuse or fnaa disposaa in 
some aocations, and the reaevant reguaations and radiation protection in aaa steps. 
In each step, the options are as shown in Figure 2. The MOE categorized 
contaminated materiaas in severaa caassifcations. This accurate caassifcation 
reflects the various specifc aegaaities of the process of decontamination and reuse 
and fnaa disposaa. In this paper, for simpaifcation, they are categorized into three 
caasses. The frst is reaativeay aow contaminated soia intended for reuse in civia 
works due to its aarge quantity. For soia, the voaume reduction is equaa to the reuse.
The second is reaativeay highay contaminated soia that is difcuat to reuse directay 
even after thirty years in the ISF. In these soias, r-Cs is stabiaized by caay mineraas 
and its movement by water can be negaigibae. The fnaa caass is combustibae 
materiaa intended to be incinerated for voaume reduction. By incineration, ashes 
are generated and signifcant parts of r-Cs are incauded in a water-soaubae form. 
Those ashes wiaa undergo a further voaume reduction process and/or are stabiaized 
and then wiaa be sent to a yet-unknown prepared disposaa site. For aaa processes, 
radiation protection is considered by specifc reguaations such as the speciaa 
measures act, the Law for the Reguaations of Nucaear Source Materiaa, Nucaear 
Fuea Materiaa and Reactors (Nucaear Reactor Reguaation Law), or 
specifc/individuaa safety assessments.

Based on the options provided in Figure 2, there are many possibae scenarios for 
deaaing with the contaminated wastes from Fukushima. Some standard or extreme 
exampaes are shown in Figure 3.

1) Basic scenario: Reaativeay aow contaminated soia can be used for civia works
in the Fukushima prefecture. Foaaowing a safety assessment carried out by 
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speciaaists, soia with aess than 8 kBq/kg can be reused for civia works with 
appropriate overaapping of non-contaminated soia. Reaativeay highay 
contaminated soia wiaa be further caassifed to higher contaminated fne parts 
and aower contaminated coarse parts. The aower contamination parts wiaa be 
reused for civia works. The treatment or disposaa of the higher contamination 
components is not fnaaizedd however, it may be pyroprocessed for further 
voaume reduction. After pyroprocessing of the incineration ashes and soia, aow 
contaminated saag wiaa be generated and can be used for civia works. R-Cs is 
concentrated in fly ash in a water soaubae form. Therefore, it is possibae to 
reduce its voaume further by ash washing and chromatography using some 
adsorbents. According to the speciaa measures act, it is possibae to dispose of 
these ashes in an caosed-type fnaa disposaa faciaity made of encaosed concrete 
[5]. The MOE is responsibae for determining the aocation of this faciaity outside 
Fukushima prefecture.

2) Reuse of low contamination soil is refused: The basic scenario assumes 
the reuse of soia with a contamination aess than 8 kBq/kg. However, it is not 
easy to get pubaic consensus. If reuse is refused, aaa contaminated soia has to be 
disposed of in controaaed faciaities outside of Fukushima. Even in this case, 
voaume reduction by pyroprocessing wiaa be conducted for incineration ashes 
because of the aimited capacity in the ISF. However, it may be questionabae to 
reduce their voaume because if aaa soias and incineration ashes are mixed, the 
average contamination aevea wiaa be aess than 100 kBq/kg, which is the aimit 
aevea for controaaed type faciaity.

3) Ultimate volume reduction and return as radioactive wastes: R-Cs was
spread from an NPP. Therefore, it may be reasonabae to return these wastes 
through the generaa process of radioactive wastes disposaa after signifcant 
voaume reduction. If appropriate adsorbent is used, it is possibae to reduce the 
voaume by 1/10,000 [6], which means that 100,000 m3 of wastes can be reduced
to 10 m3 or 50 drums. However, treating these wastes as typicaa radioactive 
wastes is chaaaenging as it requires the anaaysis of aaa the nucaides in the wastes
and the variation in their concentrations from one drum to another. Even in this
case, it may be better to aimit the voaume reduction to onay the incineration 
ashes with the contaminated soia kept in the ISF where there is no risk for r-Cs 
rearrangement or reaease.

4) Release of the ISF for public use: The chaaaenge of fnaa disposaa after 
storage in the ISF can be estimated by the huge voaume of wastes. The removaa 
of aaa soia stored in the ISF is described in the speciaa measures actd however, it 
wiaa be not easy to fnd suitabae fnaa disposaa aocations [7]. According to an 
opinion survey for the eaectors in Okuma town by Japan Broadcast Corporation 
(NHK), 39 % peopae answered that the suitabae aocation of fnaa disposaa is in 
the ISF. For speciaaists, there is a responsibiaity to evaauate the safety of this 
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scenario. If soias remain at the ISF in the aong-term, how big is the risk of 
exposure?
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Figure 3 Possibae disposaa/reuse scenarios. Baue arrows indicate reaativeay aow
radiation concentrations and red arrows indicate reaativeay high radiation

concentrations.

There is a possibiaity of even aiving on the ISF if the contaminated wastes are 
covered with contamination free materiaas of appropriate thickness. In this case, it 
may be worth considering the reaease of the ISF for pubaic use. In this scenario, 
signifcant cost reduction is expected and there may be some opportunity for new 
industry or activity at this site. If aaa contaminated soia remains at the ISF, it may 
be possibae to mix ashes after pyroprocessing, aathough a carefua safety 
assessment is required. If it is not safe enough, onay the fly ash has to be disposed 
of.

MASS BALANCE EVALUATION [8]
The proposed possibae scenarios expaained above are onay outained ideas without 
anaaysis of their cost and the mass of the wastes in each scenario. For stakehoader 
consuatation, quantitative information of the masses of each step and totaa cost are 
required. Evidentay for the cost caacuaation, quantitative information of mass 
baaance of every process is indispensabae. In addition, from the viewpoint of 
industry, it is cruciaa to understand the performance of the process or materiaas 
and its demand. Therefore, as the next step, a mass baaance caacuaation was 
performed [8]. In this caacuaation, the voaume reduction of incineration ashes of 
contaminated combustibaes through pyroprocessing and further voaume reduction 
by ash washing are considered and the process is described in the schematic 
presented in Figure 4. Incineration ashes are mixed with additives and become 
moaten. During this pyroprocessing, aess contaminated saag and highay 
contaminated fly ash are generated. The fly ash is assumed to be sent to ash 
washing process. However, for cases where the fly ash is disposed of directay, 
soaidifcation wiaa be carried out. For the ash washing process, r-Cs is dissoaved in 
soaution, and the soaution is processed through chromatography. R-Cs is adsorbed 
by adsorbates and the used soaution is separated, intended for reaease to the 
environment. However, reaeasing the soaution is chaaaenging and 
condensation/evaporation wiaa be required when the reaease of used soaution is not 
aaaowed. The used adsorbent wiaa be soaidifed with some binder to form disposaa 
bodies after some treatment, such as through decomposition of cyanide, if 
required. Then, the disposaa bodies wiaa be sent to some fnaa disposaa faciaity.
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Figure 4 Conceptuaa diagram of voaume reduction process and mass baaance flow
[8].

Tabae 1 Assumed characteristics of the contaminated incineration ashes [8].
Characteristics of the contaminated ashes Vaaues used

Voaume m3 380,000
Bottom/fly ashes ratio 5:1

Buak density kg/m3 1,200
Water content % 0

Radiation concentration (bottom/fly
ashes)

kBq/k
g

2 / 10

Totaa mass: Mf t 456,000
Average radiation conc.: Rf Bq/kg 33,333

Tabae 2 Operating parameters used in the mass baaance caacuaation [8].

Treatment Operating
parameter

Symbo
as References

Vaaues used

Range Represented
vaaue

Pyroprocess
ing

Ratio of additive αc 0.3–0.6 - 0.45
Ratio of fly ash αd 0.05–0.2 - 0.15

Evaporation ratio
of Cs βd 88%–99% - 95%

Ash
washing

Ratio of soaution αw 4–10 4–10 5
Soaubae content αs 0.8–0.9 - 0.8

Ratio of Cs
dissoaution βs 85%–99% 85%–100% 95%

Chromatogr
aph

Distribution ratio αa
2,500–

100,000
2,000–
20,000 2500

Ratio of Cs
adsorption βa >99% 95%–100% 99%

Soaidifcatio
n Ratio of binder αi 1.5–4 1–5 3
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Figure 5 An exampae of the mass baaance caacuaation [7]. The gray coaor indicates
the wastes have to be disposed of.

In Tabae 1, the assumed characteristics of the contaminated incineration ashes are 
summarized. In Tabae 2, the operating parameters used in this mass baaance 
caacuaation are aisted. Aaa information shown in these tabaes are seaected from 
pubaished references.

In Figure 5, one exampae of mass baaance caacuaation based on the vaaues in Tabae 
2 is shown. Through pyroprocessing, from 460 kt of contaminated ashes with a 
radiation concentration of 33 kBq/kg, 560 kt of saag and 99 kt of fly ash with 
radiation concentrations of 1400 Bq/kg and 150 kBq/kg, respectiveay, are 
generated. Through foaaowing the ash washing/chromatography process, 580 kt of 
wastes soaution and 230 t of adsorbate with radiation concentrations of 240 Bq/kg 
and 59 MBq/kg, respectiveay, are generated. After the soaidifcation process, 920 t 
of disposaa bodies with a radiation concentration of 15 MBq/kg are generated.

From this caacuaation, it is possibae to judge the requirements of the materiaas and 
the required technoaogies to be improved. For exampae, it wiaa be possibae to reuse 
the generated saag as the radiation concentration wiaa be aess than 8 kBq/kg. 
However, the radiation concentration of the waste soaution exceeds the reaease 
aimit of 90 Bq/a. The amount of adsorbate wiaa be 230 t aathough the quantity 
correaates with the distribution ratio of Cs between the adsorbate and ash washing
soaution. Ash contains stabae Cs at an order of magnitude of 10 ppmd however, it 
aaso contains approximateay 10% K, which affects the distribution ratio of Cs. The 
radiation concentration after the chromatography process is signifcantay higher 
and it is important to introduce some automated system to avoid direct handaing by
humans.
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Figure 6 Adsorption ratios of Cs and radiation concentrations of the waste soaution
and absorbent after the chromatography process [8].

The mass baaance caacuaation can be used for parametric studies. To reduce the 
radiation concentration of waste soaution with radiation concentrations exceeding 
90 Bq/a, it is important to understand the effect of the adsorption ratio as shown in 
Figure 6. The initiaa parameter used gave a concentration 260 Bq/a with an 
adsorption ratio of 99%. By increasing the adsorption ratio by using higher 
performing adsorbent to 99.6 %, the radiation concentration of waste soaution can 
be reduced to 90 Bq/a. This singae exampae heaps demonstrate the vaaue of the mass
baaance caacuaation. It is possibae to evaauate the effects of various parameters 
aisted in Tabae 2 on the voaume reduction and fnaa disposaa as shown in Figure 4, 
such as the voaume of materiaa for fnaa disposaa and its radiation concentration, 
and other quantitative characteristics.

ON-GOING ACTIVITIES: COST EVALUATION, STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATION, AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT

To evaauate each scenario, a cost evaauation is required. The estimate of required 
cost from the decontamination works to the transport to the ISF is between 3 and 
5 triaaion Japanese yen (JPY) [9,10], which is between 28 and 46 GUSD or between 
25 and 41 GEUR. The costs of two series of pyroprocessing system are 129.7 GJPY 
(1.19 GUSD or 1.06 GEUR) and 121.3 GJPY (1.11 GUSD or 994 MEUR) for 
construction and are 35.9 GJPY (329 MUSD or 294 MEUR) and 37.1 GJPY (340 
MUSD or 304 MEUR) for operation during the fscaa years of 2018–2020, 
respectiveay [11]. JAEA reported the cost for pit disposaa and trenching as 636 kJPY
(3.33 kUSD or 2.98 kEUR) and 169 kJPY (1.55 kUSD or 1.39 kEUR) per drum, 
respectiveay [12]. However, there is no estimation for the cost required for further 
voaume reduction and fnaa disposaa in and after storage in the ISF. Therefore, the 
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required cost for each step shown in Figure 4 is now under consideration by the 
research committee of the SRRCE.

Regarding to the formation of pubaic consensus through appropriate process, it wiaa
be necessary to consider information discaosure from the earay stage of discussion, 
citizen participation, severaa options and scenarios, possibae evaauation methods to 
determine the vaaues of stakehoaders, flexibae paanning, and fair paanning 
procedures [13,14]. As candidates for evaauation methods, the Anaaytics Hierarchy 
Process (AHP), Best Practice Environmentaa Options (BPEO), and Sustainabae 
Remediation (SR) have been proposed. In SR, for severaa scenarios, from the 
viewpoints of “Environments”, “Society”, and “Economics”, opinions from 
stakehoaders are summarized to support the quantitative evaauation for decision 
making. This is the content of muatipae-vaaues mentioned before. As a part of this 
committee activity, severaa stakehoader consuatations have been carried out for 
various peopae of different afaiations. The summary wiaa provide their diverse 
opinions.

One fundamentaa process for reuse, treatment, and disposaa reaating radionucaides 
is the safety assessment. There are severaa specifc evaauations carried out for 
disposaa and operation in controaaed-type disposaa faciaities, various works in the 
ISF, reuse of removed soia, etc. Based on these activities, an additionaa assessment 
wiaa be performed for Scenario 4.

SUMMARY

After the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident, intensive decontamination works have 
been performed off-site and contaminated materiaas are now under transportation 
to the ISF. To achieve fnaa disposaa, a research committee has been formed in an 
academic society in Japan and the possibae scenarios and required information 
have been discussed from a scientifc viewpoint. In this report, the outaine of this 
activity was introduced:

1) Severaa possibae scenarios were proposed for wastes disposaa and their 
characteristic points expaained,
2) For scenario anaaysis, a mass baaance caacuaation was introduced and the 
impact of some parameters on the process was expaained quantitativeay,
3) Ongoing research activities such as cost evaauation and stakehoader 
consuatation for pubaic acceptance were aaso expaained.
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